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Critical thinking
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Self-management
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Relationship skills

Responsible decision-making

Integrated learning

High quality service

Collaboration

Student voice

Civic responsibility

Reflection

Evaluation

SOCIAL & EMOTIONAL LEARNING SERVICE LEARNING
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As this is the second Monday of the month, please consider sharing or re-sharing the Monthly Kick-O� 
activity, and if appropriate, video at www.everymondaymatters.org. Additionally, a three-minute recap 
of the previous weeks may add extra context to this week and help connect the dots around the month-
ly theme.

Posterboard, giant Post-it paper, or flipchart paper; Markers; Tape (if necessary); Laptops or tablets 
(optional).

Total Prep Time: 10 mins.

Students plan a celebration to appreciate the diversity and “CULTURE” of their area. 

WEEK 2

GOALS FOR THE WEEK
• Discover how the past can contribute to both the present and future, and make plans to create a bright  
 future with that past in mind
• Identify how families and individual strengths contribute to the “CULTURE” and sub-“CULTURES” of 
 an area
• Acknowledge and celebrate the uniqueness of regional “CULTURE”
• Understand how “KNOW YOUR ROOTS” is an important part of this month’s theme, “MONDAY 
 GETS CULTURED”

15+
MIN



1) SHARE THE NAME OF THIS ACTIVITY WITH STUDENTS: “DIVERSITY DAY”

STUDENT ACTIVITY:
“DIVERSITY DAY”

• What comes to mind when you think of the word “DIVERSITY”?
– Note: “DIVERSITY” means variety
• Why do you think “DIVERSITY” in a community is important?
• How can “DIVERSITY” help and enrich the “CULTURE” of an area?
• Does your community currently have any ways they celebrate “CULTURE” or “DIVERSITY”?
– What are some that you know of?
• How could your community celebrate all the “DIVERSITY” in your area?
• What does “CULTURE” mean to you?
• What do you think a sub-“CULTURE” is?
– Answer: A sub-“CULTURE” is a “CULTURE” within a larger “CULTURE”, and includes groups that may vary  
 or di�er from the larger “CULTURE”
• What are some di�erent sub-“CULTURES” in your area?
• What are some sub-“CULTURES” that you are specifically a part of?
• How does understanding your “CULTURE” and sub-“CULTURE” help you to understand “YOUR ROOTS”  
 better?
• How could holding a celebration for the “DIVERSITY” in your area let everyone attending know that 
 WE MATTER?

• Explain:
– Every area and region in the United States has a di�erent type of “CULTURE” and heritage
– That “CULTURE” stems from everyone who lives in the area
– For example, an area may have people with di�erent nationalities and “ROOTS”
– But “CULTURE” isn’t just about where we’re from; it’s also about how we live
– Those smaller pieces of “CULTURE” are called sub-“CULTURES”, and can include religion or faith-based  
 practices, LGBTQ+ pride, sports fan bases, or local attractions/interests (like a love of Disney characters  
 because of living near Disneyland)
– All these sub-“CULTURES”, together with the larger “CULTURE” and “ROOTS” of an area, make up 
 its “DIVERSITY”
– This week, we’ll celebrate that “DIVERSITY” by hosting a “DIVERSITY DAY” in our area to celebrate all  
 walks of life
– As we do this, try to be as inclusive as possible to make sure all groups are represented, including races,  
 nationalities, languages, and the sub-“CULTURES” in our area
– Remember that there may be “CULTURES” or sub-“CULTURES” in our area that you are not personally a  
 part of, but that still contribute to our community
• Ask:
– What are some ways we can present this activity with equality, fairness, and celebration?

ASK 1-3 QUESTIONS FROM THE LIST BELOW TO WARM STUDENTS UP ON THE 
ACTIVITY’S FOCUS:
 *NOTE: Choose questions appropriate to your students' ages, grades, ability levels, and classroom goals. Students  

 may share their answers in pairs, small groups, or as a large group.

2)

SET UP THE “DIVERSITY DAY” ACTIVITY:3)

• Gather students for a brainstorming session
• Go over the basics with students, getting their ideas for where, when, and for how long your 
 “DIVERSITY DAY” could take place

START THE “DIVERSITY DAY” ACTIVITY:4)
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• What are some things you can do to personally celebrate the “CULTURE” in our area at our “DIVERSITY  
 DAY”?
• How can we fully appreciate and respect our own “CULTURE” and the “CULTURE” of others?
• What kinds of barriers might we face with understanding or appreciating another’s “CULTURE”, or  
 even our own “CULTURE”?
• What did you learn today about “CULTURES” and sub-“CULTURES”?
• What is something you will do today to prepare for the “DIVERSITY DAY” celebration?
– What will you do throughout the week to prepare?
• What are some obstacles we might face as we prepare for our event?
– How will we overcome these obstacles?
– Who could we reach out to in order to prevent or solve these obstacles?
• What kinds of things will make our event a success?
• What strengths will you bring to the celebration?
• While you are at our “DIVERSITY DAY”, what will you do to “GET CULTURED”?
• How will you show others that they MATTER as they arrive and participate at the event?
• How will you include all ages and abilities in our “DIVERSITY DAY”?

AFTER THE ACTIVITY, ASK 1-3 OF THE FOLLOWING QUESTIONS TO HELP STUDENTS 
REFLECT ON WHAT THEY’VE ACCOMPLISHED AND HOW THEY CAN TAKE THIS FOR-
WARD:
*NOTE: Choose questions appropriate to your students' ages, grades, ability levels, and classroom goals. Students  

 may share their answers in pairs, small groups, or as a large group.

5)

• Ask: 
– What are some di�erent “CULTURES” and sub-“CULTURES” in our area?
• Write down as many “CULTURES” and sub-“CULTURES” as possible in order to encourage inclusion  
 and fairness on posterboard, giant Post-it notes, or flipchart paper
– If helpful and/or necessary, make time for students to look up di�erent clubs, “CULTURES”, interests, and  
 organizations in the area on laptops or tablets
• Then, brainstorm ideas for activities with students, and who may be able to help with the various
  activities
– These activities may include: Tutorials on “CULTURAL” art, mini classes or Q&As for lesser-known   
 sub-“CULTURES”, learning traditional dances, collections people have acquired that describe their 
 “CULTURE”, booths with food from di�erent “CULTURES”, etc. 
• For each activity, ask:
– How will this activity bring out the “CULTURE” in our area?
– Is there anyone we can ask to help represent or share information with us about this activity or 
 sub-“CULTURE”?
• Then, ask students to choose what activity or area they would like to be in charge of and/or 
 contribute to and put them in their groups
• With the time that you have, give groups a few minutes to plan together how they will make their booth  
 or activity a success
• With any remaining time—or throughout the week as you prepare—brainstorm with students di�erent  
 ways to keep costs to a minimum, how students will reach out to others to get help and support for  
 their activity, and any other details for the “DIVERSITY DAY” event
• Support students throughout the day and week as they plan for their event
• When the time comes, run your “DIVERSITY DAY”, letting students take as much charge as possible  
 throughout the event
– Note that it may be helpful to let students take shifts in their various activities so they, too, can enjoy the  
 other activities available at “DIVERSITY DAY”
• After the event, take time to reflect with students on how it went and what they would do di�erently if  
 they were to do the event again
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- MARCUS GARVEY

A PEOPLE WITHOUT THE KNOWLEDGE OF THEIR 
PAST HISTORY, ORIGIN, AND CULTURE IS LIKE 
A TREE WITHOUT ROOTS.

THANK STUDENTS FOR PLANNING THEIR “DIVERSITY DAY” TODAY. REMIND STU-
DENTS THAT CELEBRATING DIFFERENT “CULTURES” AND “DIVERSE” SUB-“CUL-
TURES” IS IMPORTANT AND POWERFUL IN BRINGING COMMUNITY TOGETHER. 

6)

SUPPORT STUDENTS AS THEY CONTINUE MAKING PLANS FOR THEIR EVENT THAT 
BRINGS ALL THE “CULTURES” AND SUB-“CULTURES” OF THEIR COMMUNITY 
TOGETHER AND CELEBRATES THEM EQUALLY.

7)

CONTINUE EXPLORING HOW TO “KNOW YOUR DIVERSE ROOTS” BY LEADING ONE OR 
MORE OF THE FOLLOWING EXTENSION ACTIVITIES.

8)
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EXTENSION 
IDEAS:   

 1) Planning Throughout the Week: Allow students to finalize plans with the location, date, and time  
  of your event. Sometimes areas, even free areas, need a reservation a few weeks in advance, and  
  may require a permit or other technicality to allow events.
 2) Small Group Troubleshooting: Once students have worked together in groups, gather with them  
  to go over any challenges they are facing or to smooth out plans. Debrief with them about the   
  plans they have made, and o�er suggestions for how they could improve, as well as praise for what  
  they are doing well.
 3) Collaborating with Others: In order to be as inclusive and representative as possible, work with   
  students to reach out to people in the di�erent sub-“CULTURES” they are hosting at the    
  “DIVERSITY DAY”. See if someone can either come out and represent that sub-“CULTURE” at the  
  event itself, or share with students information about the sub-“CULTURE”. 
 4) Diversity Day Invites: Let students begin to publicize their “DIVERSITY DAY” by making social   
  media posts, creating physical or digital posters, or by announcing it in local newspapers or radio  
  stations. This is a good opportunity to enlist help of individuals or organizations in your area that  
  may be able to help with di�erent booths, activities, or mini-classes. 
 5) Diversity Day Flair: Make buttons or other favors for those attending the event. If possible, do   
  fundraising in order to have prizes or other recognitions at “DIVERSITY DAY”. Be sure to also make  
  thank-you cards for all who choose to participate in the event. 

DO ONE OR MORE OF THESE EXTENSION IDEAS TO BRING 
THE LESSON FROM 15 MINUTES TO 30 MINUTES OR MORE.

15+
MIN

• If you could do an activity for your specific “CULTURE”, sub-“CULTURE”, and “ROOTS”, what would  
 that event be?
– Why would you choose that activity?


